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Technology is the fundamental catalyzer of the New Space economy, in addition to a sustainable
investments’ flow into the space commercial activities undergone by the private actors. Nonetheless,
technology is also one of the primary sources of space hazards. That starts with the design and
manufacturing stage of the space object. Technological risk implies human errors and industrial risks,
including design and manufacture risks. To date, technology remains the primary source of risk in relation
to both, the satellite launch vehicle and the satellite which is assessed and managed since the early stages
of the space project to the satellite on-orbit stage. Notwithstanding new technologies and the progress
made to overcome setbacks of the propellant propulsion systems, every attempt to use new technology is
a new risk due to the un-tried technologies and the lack of data. One of the potential future technological
sources of hazard is the “On-Orbit-Servicing” (OOS), which could be used to satellites, space stationsand
spacecrafts. OOS refers to on-orbit operations performed by a spaceship to inspect and modify a “Space
Resident Object.” The Robotic-based service consists of upgrading, repairing or maintaining, assembling,
re-fueling, and commodities replenishing, orbit-relocating, and debris mitigating of the “Space Resident
Object.” Governmental entities have only conducted the OOS, but recently, commercial actors have to
achieve a giant leap to improve the development of Robotic OOS to be used within the next five to ten
years.
Despite the OOS’s potential risk, this Robotic-based service will be a game-changer in the satellite industry.
Extending the lifecycle of the next generation of the OOS compatible satellite and mitigating the risks
of in-orbit debris. Thus, OOS could contribute to achieving long-term space sustainability by reducing
the space environmental harms, boosting the New Space economy by creating a new market that will
consequently achieve the social development on Earth. However, OOS conducted by private actors would
only help achieve long-term space sustainability if all stakeholderswere committed to applying the best
practices & guidelines and abiding by the international law principles and rules.
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